
TEACHER SUPPORT FORM 
ÉCOLE HOLY CROSS- ENHANCED ACADEMIC PROGRAM 

 Instructions for Current Teacher: 

1. Please include a current English and French Language Arts writing sample (narrative, essay, etc.)
reflecting the student's best work.

Student Name: _______________________________   Teacher Name: _______________________________________ 

Current School:     _____________________________________________________________ Current Grade: ________ 

Please check off all relevant criteria that apply to the student. Teacher comment and support section must be completed. 

ACADEMIC SKILL SET 

1. Reporting on Achievement

 Student achievement as determined by the student’s report card demonstrates performance optimally at the 
“Excellent” level of achievement in the respective subject areas.

2. Comments on Student Learning

 Teacher indicates that the student demonstrates a high aptitude for the respective subject areas.

 Teacher indicates that the student demonstrates quality performance consistently.
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Student acceptance is largely influenced by teacher recommendation, a yes or no must be checked off for application to be 
complete. 
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ATTITUDE SKILL SET 
 Has a strong work ethic and is motivated to work hard.
 Is eager, self-directed, and capable of handling the accelerated pace of learning.
 Displays a positive attitude in the classroom and when interacting with peers.
 Welcomes new challenges and is inclined to be a problem solver.
 Has the ability to seek out alternate possibilities in a rational and logical manner.

BEHAVIOURAL SKILL SET 
 Has the ability to work independently.
 Has the ability to work as part of a team, when necessary.
 Has the ability to plan, organize and carry out a task to completion.
 Possesses strong study and research skills.
 Demonstrates an intellectual inquisitiveness over a broad range of interests.
 Is reflective and deliberate in his or her thinking.
 Enjoys involvement in the extracurricular life of the school.
 Demonstrates potential and willingness to assume leadership.

TEACHER COMMENTS (Please comment on student’s ability to perform at a high skill level in academics, attitude, and behavior.) 

TEACHER SUPPORT 

 Yes, based on the criteria outlined above, I support __________________________’s application for the Enhanced
Academic Program.

 No, based on the criteria outlined above I do not support this application.

TEACHER SIGNATURE ___________________________ DATE ____________________ 




